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About This Game

INVERSUS Deluxe is a competitive and cooperative arcade shooter with a mind-bending twist. Player movement is constrained
to opposite colors of a black and white grid. My w 5d3b920ae0
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This game is very fun, but barely anyone plays the multiplayer. The concept and gameplay are great, but it is really only playable
in arcade mode, or if you have friends over to play versus mode.. This is one of the best arcade games I've ever played. It is easy
to learn, but hard to master. I can spend hours in this game, playing with anyone who is in the game at the time.. The game is
really fun and addictive! Definitely a good buy if you like this sort of arcade game. Reminds me of resogun.. It is a pretty fun
game, the mechanics are simple and it is easy to play, once u play it you wont stop, the only problem is that the game is a little
but old and its almost impossible to find online players, but if you got friends and some controllers laying around you can play
1v1v1v1 or 2v2. why there are so few of people. This game is amazing. The only thing that sucks is the playerbase being small.
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Other than that, this game is Amazing, the controls are smooth and the graphics are nice. the main idea of shooting to cover turf
is pulled of flawlessley.. Minimalistic and fun game. The little enemy square manages to insult you with just emojis. You need
good reflexes to play in higher difficulties.. This game is very fun, but barely anyone plays the multiplayer. The concept and
gameplay are great, but it is really only playable in arcade mode, or if you have friends over to play versus mode.

Minor Update - version 1.3.4 : This is a very small maintenance update (still working away on the next big one). Fixed a bug
where connecting/disconnecting a controller while the Hypersect logo animation played could cause the popup window to be
distorted/unreadable. The title of the credits menu is now in all capital letters (similar to the other sub menus). Made some
minor rendering changes that increase performance, but you'll never know because the game already renders lighting fast. Low
intensity vibrations of the left motor on Xbox One controllers have been reduced to better match the feel of Xbox 360 and PS4
controllers.. INVERSUS Deluxe (update 1.5.8) : INVERSUS Deluxe is out as a free expansion for all existing players and is
bundled in as part of the game for all new players! So what is new in the Deluxe edition? AI Bots in Versus Mode Challenge
bots in 1v1 or let them fill in some empty slots in your local 2v2 game. Feeling confident in your skills? Try bumping up the
difficulty. True masters will be rewarded. More Maps Learn new strategies on twelve new versus maps and four new arcade
maps! Split Shots INVERSUS gets its first new power with the split shot pickup. When split shot bullets hit a wall, they split
into two bullets traveling left and right. A well placed attack is a great way to capture territory on the map. Online Skill Ranking
Earn and lose rank points based on your performance in competitive online multiplayer. Defeat high skilled players to rise past
your friends on the new Rank Points leaderboard! Good Looks INVERSUS just got a makeover with high definition materials
and soft shadows! Unlockable Motion Trails Players can now unlock and equip motion trail effects to show off online or at
home! And So Much More! Who likes patch notes? If you didnt answer "yes", you might want to turn back because we are
about to get knee deep in patch notes. New enemies in Arcade mode Online match intros show player levels and rank points
Arcade maps are rated on a 5-star scale instead of 3-stars Support for multiple connected keyboards being assigned to separate
players Tweaked scroll speed on map Ribbon Minor adjustment to ammo regeneration interval Input device is selected though
button press instead of the controller list menu Experience levels are earned faster and prestige afet 99 levels.. Patch Notes
1.5.11 and Tournament News : First off, a small patch just went live that tunes the vibration settings to get the different
supported gamepads in better alignment with one another.. Patch Notes 1.5.11 and Tournament News : First off, a small patch
just went live that tunes the vibration settings to get the different supported gamepads in better alignment with one another..
Patch Notes 1.5.10 (bug fixes and some new unlocks) : With everyone joining online for the free weekend this morning a
recently introduced bug was found (oops!) that allowed players in public matchmaking to get into your private lobbies. That
should be fixed now. There is a also a fix for a minor bug where going through a series of complicated steps involving the
leaderboards menu and "play local game while waiting online" could cause the wrong leaderboard scores to preview after an
arcade game. And just for good measure, this patch also has 4 new unlockable trails and 12 new emotes! Players with the patch
are separated from players without it in online multiplayer so be sure to update! This sometimes requires logging out and into
steam so it notices the new build.. INVERSUS is heading online! : I'm happy to announce that online multiplayer will be up and
running at launch! With public matchmaking and private lobbies, you can compete against remote friends or the world at large
any time of day. You can also team up in two-player online arcade mode. Join a friend and fight your way to the top of the
leaderboards.. 1.1.2 Patch - Improved Public Matchmaking : This patch is all about making it easier for you to find games
online! Primary Updates Public matchmaking will periodically search for lobbies to better match players that were left in
partially filled lobbies after prior matches. Public matchmaking will search for matches from farther geographical distances if it
is not finding any local games. Minor Updates Fixed a bug where the arcade score could briefly show as non-zero at the start of
certain networked co-op games. Fixed a bug where a "Play Arcade While Waiting" game could be reset at unintended times..
Update 1.3.2 (bug fixes and colors) : Here's what's new in the 1.3.2 update (and the 1.3.1 hotfix from last week): Added 9 new
color palettes to unlock! Fixed a bug where color palettes weren't resetting properly when resuming a "Play While Waiting"
game. On the final round of a set public games, emotes will now continue networking up until one team chooses "Find Next
Game". Previously they stopped much earlier. When bringing multiple local players into an online game, each local player's
emotes now get networked individually.. Beat the dev and win a Steam key tonight (Oct 1st)! : Tonight at 8PM Pacific we are
holding the second Beat the Dev event! Winners are given a free INVERSUS key to share with a friend. The rules are simple:
Head over to www.twitch.tv/hypersect at 8PM Pacific time to enter and/or watch the competition. I'll invite you to a match and
we play best of three maps. Each map is best of five rounds. If you win, I'll get a key sent your way. If you lose, you can reenter
in the next event. While it hasn't happened yet, I should mention that if your internet connection/ping isn't viable for online play,
you might get disqualified. Tonight October 1st 8 PM Pacific twitch.tv/hypersect Come have fun!. INVERSUS Deluxe (update
1.5.8) : INVERSUS Deluxe is out as a free expansion for all existing players and is bundled in as part of the game for all new
players! So what is new in the Deluxe edition? AI Bots in Versus Mode Challenge bots in 1v1 or let them fill in some empty
slots in your local 2v2 game. Feeling confident in your skills? Try bumping up the difficulty. True masters will be rewarded.
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More Maps Learn new strategies on twelve new versus maps and four new arcade maps! Split Shots INVERSUS gets its first
new power with the split shot pickup. When split shot bullets hit a wall, they split into two bullets traveling left and right. A well
placed attack is a great way to capture territory on the map. Online Skill Ranking Earn and lose rank points based on your
performance in competitive online multiplayer. Defeat high skilled players to rise past your friends on the new Rank Points
leaderboard! Good Looks INVERSUS just got a makeover with high definition materials and soft shadows! Unlockable Motion
Trails Players can now unlock and equip motion trail effects to show off online or at home! And So Much More! Who likes
patch notes? If you didnt answer "yes", you might want to turn back because we are about to get knee deep in patch notes. New
enemies in Arcade mode Online match intros show player levels and rank points Arcade maps are rated on a 5-star scale instead
of 3-stars Support for multiple connected keyboards being assigned to separate players Tweaked scroll speed on map Ribbon
Minor adjustment to ammo regeneration interval Input device is selected though button press instead of the controller list menu
Experience levels are earned faster and prestige afet 99 levels.
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